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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS

SAN ANTONIO DIVISION

J & J MARTINDALE VENTURES, LLC, a

Texas Limited Liability Company
CIVIL ACTION NO. 5:15-CV-876

Plaintiff,
v. Jury Trial Requested

EAST END BREWING COMPANY, INC., a

Pennsylvania Corporation

Defendant.

COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT

This is an action for declaratory judgment under the Declaratory Judgment Act, 28

U.S.C. 2201 and 2202. Plaintiff, J & J Martindale Ventures, LLC (hereinafter "J&J"), for its

Complaint against Defendant, East End Brewing Company, Inc. (hereinafter "East End"), states

and alleges as follows:

PARTIES

1. J&J is a Texas limited liability company, with its principle place of business at

1814 Edge Hill Drive, San Antonio, Texas 78209.

2. East End is, on information and belief, a Pennsylvania corporation with its

principle place ofbusiness at 147 Julius Street, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15206.

JURISDICTION AND VENUE

3. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over J&J's federal claims, pursuant to

15 U.S.C. 1121 and 28 U.S.C. 1331 and 1338 in that this Complaint raises federal questions

under the Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. 1051 et seq. Additionally, this Court has subject matter

jurisdiction over J&J's unfair competition claims pursuant to 28 U.S.0 1338(b), and over

Plaintiff's remaining claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. 1367(a).
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4. This Court has personal jurisdiction over East End, at least for the reason that East

End has threatened J&J with legal action under the Lanham Act, J&J being located within the

Western District of Texas. Further, East End has repeatedly contended that East End has a

nationwide presence and a nationwide reputation under the mark BIG HOP, which mark is in

dispute in this litigation.

5. Venue is proper in this Court under 28 U.S.C. 1391(b) and (c), since a

substantial part of the events giving rise to J&J's claim occurred in this district and since East

End is subject to personal jurisdiction in this district.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND

6. On July 31, 2012, J&J was created for the purpose ofproviding bar and restaurant

services under the name BIG HOPS. The first location at 8313 Broadway, San Antonio, Texas

78209 opened for business under the name BIG HOPS on or about March 18, 2013, which

location provided restaurant and bar services.

7. Due to the success of the first BIG HOPS location, a second BIG HOPS was

opened at 11224 Huebner Road, Suite 204, San Antonio, Texas 78230 on or about December

12, 2014

8. Due to the success of the first two BIG HOPS locations, a third BIG HOPS

location was opened at 306 Austin St., San Antonio, Texas 78215 on or about March 6, 2015.

All three locations have the same name and a similar theme or motif

9. J&J is in the process of opening a fourth location under the name BIG HOPS.

10. At each of the locations, the term BIG HOPS is used, not only for the name of the

facility, but also on many items contained within the restaurant and bar. The temi BIG HOPS is

used on at least the following items:

(a) refillable growlers
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(b) beer glasses and mugs

(c) beer cans filled from a tap

(d) beer containers

(e) shirts

(f) caps

(g) filling levers

(h) wall signage

(i) menu boards

(j) t-shirts

11. J&J has an Internet presence under www.bighops.com, where all of the events at

each location is made known to the purchasing public. The beers on tap are listed on the

website. The location of each BIG HOPS restaurant and bar is given on the website.

12. The BIG HOPS restaurants and bars operated by J&J extensively use social

media, especially Facebook. On Facebook, BIG HOPS makes known to the purchasing public

what is occurring at each of their locations.

13. Visitors at the BIG HOPS locations can use Facebook to rate their experience at a

BIG HOPS restaurant. Due to the hard work of the BIG HOPS employees, BIG HOPS has a

rating of 4.7 out 5. BIG HOPS tries very hard to make sure its patrons have a good experience

when visiting a BIG HOPS restaurant.

14. To protect its name BIG HOPS, J&J, filed U.S. Trademark Application Serial No.

86/095,951 on October 18, 2013 to register the mark BIG HOPS for "restaurant and bar

services." That application issued on June 3, 2014 as Registration No. 4,543, 126, a copy of

which is attached hereto as Exhibit A.
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15. J&J has expended considerable time, resources and effort in developing and

promoting the BIG HOPS mark, and as a result, the mark BIG HOPS has developed significant

good will for J&J.

16. While all of the locations for BIG HOPS owned by J&J are in the San Antonio

metropolitan area, San Antonio has a large tourist business with people coming to San Antonio

from all across the United States and from foreign countries. Many of those tourists visit local

establishments, including the BIG HOPS restaurants and bars. As a result, the name BIG HOPS

as indicating J&J has established, or is establishing, its reputation with others living in other

parts of the United States.

17. On information and belief, East End was created on February 9, 2004. Some time

thereafter, East End started brewing and selling a beer under the name BIG HOP.

18. Based on information and belief, being a microbrewery, the beers brewed and

sold by East End were sold in the greater metropolitan area of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

19. Based on information and belief, the first attempt by East End to protect the mark

BIG HOP was when East End filed U.S. Trademark Application Serial No. 86/604,350 on April

21, 2015 for "beers, ales and stout." Based on information and belief, prior to April 21, 2015,

East End had not attempted to protect BIG HOP as a mark.

20. Based on information and belief, Application Serial No. 86/604,350 by East End

for the mark BIG HOP for "beers, ales and stout" was rejected by the Examiner in the United

States Patent and Trademark Office based upon prior Registration No. 4,543, 126 for the mark

BIG HOPS issued to J&J for "restaurant and bar services."

21. After East End's Application Serial No. 86/604,350 was rejected, East End's

attorney sent an email to Rob Martindale with J&J threatening to cancel J&J's registration for

BIG HOPS (see Exhibit B).
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22. After Rob Martindale with J&J identified the undersigned attorney as has his IP

attorney, a similar email was sent to the undersigned attorney, again threatening to cancel J&J's

registration for the mark BIG HOPS (see Exhibit C).

23. After the initial emails (Exhibits B & C) that occurred on July 27, 2015, outside

counsel William Ryann had a series of communications with the attorneys representing East End.

In a communication from East End's attorney dated September 23, 2015 (see Exhibit D), East

End's attorney alleged the following:

"[O]ur client's product sold under the BIG HOP brand are well
known to customers throughout the country."

"[S]ocial media and online resources further establish the BIG
HOP brand's nationwide reputation and renown."

"[O]ur client's Twitter page (https://twitter.com/EastEndBrewing)
on which BIG HOP—branded beers are promoted and advertised,
has over 11,000 followers across the United States."

"East End' s Instagram page
(https://instragram.com/eastendbrewing/), which likewise features
and promotes the BIG HOP brand, has nearly 3,000 followers from
across the country."

"[A] review of user profiles of raters for its BIG HOP IPA and
BIG HOP Harvest Ale shows that such consumers of our

client's BIG HOP products hail from states across the country,
including even your client's home state of Texas."

(Emphasis added.)

24. Based upon information and belief, East End does not have the nationwide

presence under the BIG HOP mark as alleged by East End's attorney.

25. Further, based upon information and belief, East End does not have the

Instragram followers under the BIG HOP mark as alleged by East End's attorney.

26. Based upon information and belief, East End did not have a national reputation in

the mark BIG HOP for "beers, ales and stout, but instead has a local reputation in the Pittsburgh
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area for "beers, ales and stout." After this controversy occurred, East End has attempted to

create a national image through social media, such as Twitter and Instagram.

27. The emails received from East End's attorney (Exhibits B, C, and D) clearly

threaten to cancel J&J's Registration No. 4,543, 126 for the mark BIG HOPS for "restaurant and

bar services" if J&J does not comply with East End's demands.

28. Because East End is located in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and J&J is located in San

Antonio, Texas, there exists no good faith basis for East End to threaten J&J with cancellation of

its registration for the mark BIG HOPS. The allegations contained in the emails were asserted

wrongfully, unreasonably and in bad faith.

29. East End's unfounded and bad faith allegations concerning J&J's registration of

the mark BIG HOPS and threats to seek cancellation causes harm to the value, reputation and

goodwill associated with the mark BIG HOPS.

30. J&J will sustain significant harm and/or damage if its registration for BIG HOPS

is cancelled. Such harm and/or damages include, without limitation, the loss of goodwill

associated with the registration of BIG HOPS, and the expenditure of significant time, money,

and resources to develop, implement, and acquire goodwill and secondary meaning associated

with the mark BIG HOPS.

31. Based upon East End's allegations and threats contained in the emails, J&J has a

reasonable apprehension of litigation. Specifically, J&J has a reasonable apprehension East End

will commence either (a) a suit against J&J for trademark infringement and/or unfair competition

or (b) a Petition for Cancellation of the registration for BIG HOPS owned by J&J.

32. The dispute between J&J and East End is definite and concrete, real and

substantive, and touches upon the legal relations of parties having adverse legal interest. This
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substantial controversy is of significant immediacy and realty to warrant the issuance of a

declaratory judgement. Accordingly, a case or controversy exists under 28 U.S.C. 1201.

COUNT 1

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT OF CONCURRENT USE

33. J&J incorporates by reference the allegations of the preceding paragraphs 1

through 32.

34. Assuming East End proves their use precedes and has been substantially

continuous from a time prior to any use by J&J, East End would be entitled to concurrent use for

BIG HOP in the greater Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania area, which J&J suggests to be a one-hundred

(100) mile radius around Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

35. J&J being the prior registrant is entitled to exclusive rights to use the mark BIG

HOPS or marks confusingly similar thereto for the entire United States, except for Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania and a radius of one-hundred (100) miles there around.

36. Pursuant to such concurrent rights, the Court should order the following:

(a) East End is entitled to have the United States Patent and Trademark Office

issue Application Serial No. 86/604,350 to East End as a concurrent use

registration for Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and for a radius one-hundred (100)

miles there around; and

(b) J&J is entitled to have the United States Patent and Trademark Office modify

Registration No. 4,543, 126 be modified to a concurrent use registration for all

areas of the United States, except Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and a radius of

one-hundred (100) miles there around.
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COUNT 2

DECLARATORY JUDGEMENT OF NON-INFRINGEMENT

37. J&J incorporates by reference the allegations of preceding paragraphs 1 through

32.

38. This Count 2 is being asserted as an alternative count and/or allegation.

39. J&J's use of its mark BIG HOPS for "restaurant and bar services" is not likely to

cause confusion, cause mistake, or to deceive as to the affiliation, connection, or association of

J&J with East End or any other person/entity as to the origin, sponsorship or approval of J&J's

services by East End or any other person.

40. Accordingly, J&J is entitled to a declaratory judgment that its use of BIG HOPS

for "restaurant and bar services" does not violate 42 or 43(a) of the Lanham Act, or constitute

unfair competition or trademark infringement under the common law of any state of the United

States.

COUNT 3

TRADEMARK INFRINGEMENT

41. J&J incorporates by reference the allegations of preceding paragraphs 1 through

32. This Count 3 is asserted as an alternative count.

42. J&J has superior rights to the use of the mark BIG HOPS for most (if not all) of

the United States for "restaurant and bar services."

43. East End's use of BIG HOP for "beers, ales and stout" has been limited to the

area of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and a radius of one-hundred (100) miles there around.

44. If East End is offering its "beers, ales and stout" outside of Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania or an area one-hundred (100) miles there around, then such use, if there is a

likelihood of confusion as alleged by East End, infringes upon the rights of J&J.
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45. Based upon information and belief, the infringement will continue and will result

in serious harm to J&J unless enjoined by this Court.

COUNT 4

DECLARATORY JUDGEMENT OF UNFAIR COMPETITION

46. J&J incorporates by reference the allegations of preceding paragraphs 1 through

32 and paragraphs 41 through 45. This Count 4 is an alternative pleading.

47. East End's use of its mark BIG HOP for "beers, ales and stout" outside of a one-

hundred (100) mile radius of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania is likely to cause confusion, or to cause

mistake, or to deceive as to the affiliation, connection, or association of East End with J&J, as to

the origin, sponsorship, or approval of East End's goods by J&J.

48. Accordingly, J&J is entitled to judgment that the use by East End ofBIG HOP for

"beers, ales and stout" outside a one-hundred (100) mile radius of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

violates 32 and 43(a) of the Lanham Act, or constitutes unfair competition or infringement

with J&J's rights under the common law of any state of the United States.

49. As a result of East End's acts, J&J has suffered and will continue to suffer

damage and irreparable injury, including, but not limited to, loss of goodwill, loss of competitive

advantage and pecuniary damages.

50. J&J is entitled to compensatory damages, punitive damages and injunctive relief

based upon East End's violations of Texas common law and statutory law concerning unfair

competition and trademark infringement.
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF

Wherefore, premises considered, J & J Martindale Ventures, LLC requests the following

relief:

A. That the Court enter judgment declaring that:

1. J&J has superior rights to use its mark BIG HOPS for "restaurant and bar

services" for the entire United States, save and except Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania and a radius one-hundred (100) miles there around, and

2. East End has superior rights to use its mark BIG HOP for Pittsburgh,

Pennsylvania and a radius one-hundred (100) miles there around for

"beers, ales, and stout"

B. That the Court enter a judgment declaring that:

1. J&J is entitled to concurrent use registration for the mark BIG HOPS for

"restaurant and bar services" for the United States, save and except

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and a radius one-hundred (100) miles there

around, and

2. East End is entitled to a concurrent use registration for the mark BIG HOP

for "beers, ales and stout" for Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and a radius one-

hundred (100) miles there around, but not the remainder of the United

States;

C. That the Court enter a judgment declaring that J&J's use of the mark BIG HOPS

for "restaurant and bar services" outside Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and a radius

one-hundred (100) miles there around does not violate any rights of East End

under the Lanham Act, the common law of unfair competition or any other rights

of East End;
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D. That the Court enter a judgment enjoining East End, its agents, servants,

employees, or attorneys from:

1. Interfering with or threatening to interfere with the use of BIG HOPS for

"restaurant and bar services" by J&J or its agents, servants,

representatives, licensees, customers, successors or assigns, outside of

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania or a one-hundred (100) mile radius there around

and/or

2. Threatening to institute or instituting any action, including, without

limitation, any administrative, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, or Trial

and Appeal Board proceeding or any other district court proceeding

placing at issue J&J's mark BIG HOPS for use in the United States

outside of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania or a radius one-hundred (100) miles

there around;

E. That the Court enter judgment for infringement and/or unfair competition against

East End for its use of BIG HOP outside of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania or a radius

one-hundred (100) miles there around;

F. That the Court award to J&J actual damages and/or Defendant's profits for any

use of the mark BIG HOP outside of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania and one-hundred

(100) miles there around, which use predates June 3, 2014, the date of issuance

J&J's registration for BIG HOPS;

G. That the Court award to J&J punitive damages;

H. That the Court award to J&J its attorneys' fees, costs and expenses incurred in

this action; and
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I. That the Court grant J&J such other and further relief as this Court may deem just

and proper.

JURY DEMAND

In accordance with Fed. R. Civ. P. 38, J&J hereby demands a trial by jury as to all issues

so triable in this action.

DATED: October 9, 2015 Respectfully submitted,

Is/ Ted D. Lee
Ted D. Lee
Texas State Bar No. 12137700
Ted.Leea, gunn-lee.com
Jason E. McKinnie
Texas State Bar No. 24070247

Jason.McKinniegunn-lee.com
Gutm, Lee & Cave, P.C.
300 Convent St., Suite 1080
San Antonio, TX 78205

Telephone: (210) 886-9500
Facsimile: (210) 886-9883

ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF,
J & J MARTINDALE VENTURES, LLC
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EXHIBIT A
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Big Hops
Reg. No. 4,543,126 J & J MARTINDALEVENTURES, LLC (TEXAS LIMITED LIABILITYCOMPANY), DBA

BIG HOPS GROWLER STATION

Registered June 3, 2014 1814 EDGEHILL DR
SANANTOMO, TX 78209

Int. CI.: 43
FOR: RESTAURANT AND BAR SERVICES, IN CLASS 43 (U.S. CLS. 100 AND 101).

SERVICE MARK FIRST USE 3-18-2013; IN COMMERCE 3-18-2013.

PRINCIPAL REGIS'IER THE MARK CONSISTS OF STANDARD CHARACTERS WITHOUT CLAIM TO ANY PAR-
TICULAR FONT, STYLE, SIZE, OR COLOR.

SER. NO. 86-095,951, FILED 10-18-2013.

FRED CARL, EXAMINING ATTORNEY

t12,,,,,,
b,,t,

4'14b4reA'r OF CO"

'71'1:C41,64.
Deputy Director ofthe United States

Patent and Trademark Office
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EXHIBIT B
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Original Message
From: JHAMBURGnmmlaw.com
Sent: Thursday, July 23, 2015 5:37pm
To: rmartindale2C&Nahoo.com, robbighopsgrowlerstation.com
Subject: BIG HOP for beers, ales and stout

Hello Mr. Martindale.

I am an intellectual property attorney. Our client East End Brewing Company has been

using BIG HOP for beers, ales and stout since at least 2004. I attach a label in use on

my client's products.

Your trademark registration for BIG HOPS, based on use since 2013, and covering
restaurant and bar services, was cited against my client's recent U.S. trademark
application. As our client has used BIG HOP in commerce prior to your company's use,
your company's registration is vulnerable to cancellation should our client bring a

petition to cancel it based on its prior rights.

However, rather than challenging your company's registration based on our client's prior
rights in BIG HOP, our client would prefer to settle this matter amicably. Our client
would be willing to agree not to challenge your company's registration so long as your
company does not use or register BIG HOPS (or BIG HOP or a confusingly similar
variation of either) for beers, ales and stout (and alcoholic beverages generally). Each

party would then consent to the other's use and registration for their respective goods
and services.

If this is agreeable to you, we would be happy to prepare a simple coexistence

agreement memorializing these terms for both parties' signatures.

This communication does not purport to be an exhaustive statement of our client's

position, is not a waiver of any of its rights or remedies, and constitutes an offer of
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compromise and is therefore privileged and confidential and inadmissible in any judicial
proceeding.

Please respond to this communication no later than one week from today's date so our

client may make a timely decision as to how to proceed.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,
Jeanne Hamburg

Jeanne Hamburg
Norris McLaughlin & Marcus, P.A.
t: 212.808.0700 I d: 917.369.8894 I f: 212.808.0844 e: jhamburg@nmmlaw.com I
www.nnunlaw.com
NY Office: 875 Third Ave I Sth Floor New York, NY 10022

Bridgewater, Nj I New York, NY I Allentown, PA

Pursuant to Treasury Regulations, any U.S. Federal tax advice contained in
this communication, unless otherwise stated, is not intended and cannot be
used for the purpose of avoiding tax-related penalties.

NOTICE: This e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to
which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged,
confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have
received this communication in error, please do not distribute it and notify the
sender immediately by e-mail or by telephone at 212-808-0700 and delete the
original message. Thank You. http://www.nmmlaw.com

3
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EXHIBIT C
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Ted D. Lee

From: JHAMBURG@nmmlaw.com
Sent: Monday, July 27, 2015 11:20 AM

To: Ted D. Lee

Subject: BIG HOP for beers, ales and stout

Dear Mr. Lee:

Further to an email from Mr. Martindale below I understand you represent Big Hops. As set forth in my initial
communication before I was aware Big Hops had counsel, I am an intellectual property attorney. Our client
East End Brewing Company has been using BIG HOP for beers, ales and stout since at least 2004.

Your client's trademark registration for BIG HOPS, based on use since 2013, and covering restaurant and bar

services, was cited against my client's recent U.S. trademark application. As our client has used BIG HOP in
commerce prior to your client, its registration is vulnerable to cancellation should our client bring a petition to

cancel it based on its prior rights.

However, rather than challenging your client's registration based on our client's prior rights in BIG HOP, our

client would prefer to settle this matter amicably. Our client would be willing to agree not to challenge your
client's registration so long as your client does not use or register BIG HOPS (or BIG HOP or a confusingly
similar variation of either) for beers, ales and stout (and alcoholic beverages generally). Each party would then
consent to the other's use and registration for their respective goods and services.

If this is agreeable to you, we would be happy to prepare a simple coexistence agreement memorializing these
terms for both parties' signatures.

This communication does not purport to be an exhaustive statement of our client's position, is not a waiver of

any of its rights or remedies, and constitutes an offer of compromise and is therefore privileged and confidential
and inadmissible in any judicial proceeding.

We look forward to hearing from (and working with) you in an expeditious fashion and more quickly than the
30 day time frame proposed by your client.

On another more personal note we recently concluded a federal court case in Dallas (not the first time I have
had the pleasure of litigating in Texas having long ago worked with Baker Botts in its NY office) and are

always looking to forge relationships with local counsel from smaller to mid sized firms like yours in different

regions of the country. (We are a smaller firm and always look for a good fit in local counsel.) For that reason

as well we look forward to working with you.

Sincerely,
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Jeanne Hamburg
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From: ABhatt@nmmlaw.com [mailto:ABhatt@nmmlaw.com]
Sent: Wednesday, September 23, 2015 10:31 AM

To: William <wfr@corridor-ip.com>
Cc: JHAMBURG@nmmlaw.com
Subject: East End (Big Hop)/Big Hops (Our Ref: 116960.3)

Dear William,

I have spoken to my client following our earlier call. Pursuant to your client's request, I attach a sampling of invoices

demonstrating East End's use in commerce of the BIG HOP mark from as early as December 1, 2004. In addition, my
client has provided a sampling of sales reports summarizing sales activities for products sold under the BIG HOP mark
from as early as 2005, and through as recent as 2014. As is evident from the enclosed invoices and sales reports, East
End has consistently used the BIG HOP designation since at least late 2004, well before your client's adoption of the

designation BIG HOPS.

In addition, our client's products sold under the BIG HOP brand are well known to consumers throughout the

country. Indeed, as a result of this nationwide reputation, consumers from across the country regularly visit our client's

facility in Pennsylvania to take a tour of its brewery, which tour East End started offering in 2005, and enjoy its products
including its BIG HOP beers. In addition, social media and online resources further establish the BIG HOP brand's
nationwide reputation and renown. As an example, our client's Twitter page (https://twittercom/EastEndBrewing), on

which BIG HOP-branded beers are promoted and advertised, has over 11, 000 followers from across the United States. In
addition, East End's Instagram page (https://instagram.com/eastendbrewing/), which likewise features and promotes the
BIG HOP brand, has nearly 3, 000 followers from across the country. Moreover, websites such as BeerAdvocate.com, a

leading online site for rating beers, demonstrate the strong brand recognition and reputation of East End's BIG HOP
beverages with consumers nationwide. The Beer Advocate website contains reviews for East End's BIG HOP beers from
as early as December 2004. Further, a review of the user profiles of raters for its BIG HOP IPA

(http://www.beeradvocate.com/beer/profile/10485/20952/) and BIG HOP Harvest Ale

(http://www.beeradvocate.com/beer/profile/10485/25924/) shows that such consumers of our client's BIG HOP products
hail from states across the country, including Maine, Indiana, Iowa, Alaska, California, New York, Ohio, Colorado and
even your client's home state of Texas. A sampling of screen shots of reviews for the BIG HOP brand IPA, which includes
the reviewer's profile details (and home state), is also enclosed.

Based on the foregoing, there can be no doubt that East End Brewing would be able to establish its prior rights in its BIG
HOP mark, substantiate that such use has been continuous and without interruption, and demonstrate that its BIG HOP
brand had achieved nationwide recognition, well before your client began use of its BIG HOPS mark. Despite the strength
of our client's position, our client remains willing to agree not to challenge your client's registration for BIG HOPS and
instead enter into a co-exist agreement based on our previously discussed terms. This would include your client's
agreement not to use or seek registration of BIG HOPS in connection with alcoholic beverages anywhere in the United
States. We reiterate our hope that the parties are able to amicably resolve this matter, and without the need to resort to

litigation.

This email and its contents are for settlement purposes only and does not purport to be an exhaustive statement of our

client's position. Nothing contained in this email should be viewed as a waiver of rights or an admission on the part of our
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client.

We look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,
Ami

Ami Bhatt, Esq.
Norris McLaughlin H Marcus, P.A.
t: 917.369.8885 I f: 212.808.0844 j e: abhatt@nmmlaw.com I www.nmmlaw.com
NY Office: 875 Third Ave I 8th Floor I New York, NY 10022

Bridgewater, NJ I New York, NY I Allentown, PA

NOTICE: This e-mail is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain
information that is privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you have received this
commimication in error, please do not distribute it and notify the sender immediately by e-mail or by telephone at 212-
808-0700 and delete the original message. Thank You. http://www.nmmlaw.com


